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P1. Plasmons on a topological nanoparticle surface
Gleb Siroki, Imperial College London, UK
P3. An extended Hubbard model for mesoscopic transport in donor arrays in silicon
Nguyen Le, University of Surrey, UK
P3. Gating classical information flow through spin chains by quantum phase transitions
Leonardo Banchi, University College London, UK
P4. Carbon Nanotube Quantum Dots for Quantum Computation
Pavlos Apostolidis, University College London, UK
P5. Ballistic Josephson junctions based on CVD graphene
Tianyi Li, University College London, UK
P6. Spin-orbit driven dynamical hysteresis in the magnetoresistance of Au-Ge films
James Dann, University of Cambridge, UK
P7. Rashba spin-orbit coupling induced magneto resistance with dependency on magnetic field sweep
speed
Philipp Verpoort, University of Cambridge, UK
P8. Cavity assisted spin reconfiguration in a quantum wire
Chengyu Yan, University College London, UK
P9. Investigating microwave properties of nanobridge based Josephson junctions fabricated by Xe focused
ion beam
Tom Godfrey, University College London, UK
P10. Topological insulators and characterization of their phases
Manuel Calixto, Universidad de Granada, Spain
P11. Characterizaction of Topological Phase Transitions in 2D gapped Dirac Materials
Elvira Romera, Universidad de Granada, Spain
P12. Determination of the transport lifetime limiting scattering rate in InSb / AlxIn1-x Sb quantum wells using
optical surface microscopy
Christopher McIndo, Cardiff University, UK
P13. GaSb/AlGaSb 2DEG Devices for Magnetotransport Measurements
Laura Hanks, Lancaster University, UK
P14. Electron transport in suspended ring interferometers
Andrey Shevyrin, Rzhanov Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russia
P15. High mobility ZnMgO/ZnO 2DEGs on ZnO and sapphire substrate
Matthew Sparks, London Centre for Nanotechnology, UK
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P16. Conduction impedance effects in atomically thin materials
Nicola Townsend, University of Exeter, UK
P17. Landauer current and mutual information
Auditya Sharma, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, India
P18. Sensitive radio-frequency reflectometry
Natalia Ares, University of Oxford, UK
P19. Magnetotransport properties of two-dimensional electrons in InAs/AlSb heterostructure
Wei Liu, University College London, UK
P20. Electron-electron interactions in the 1D-2D Transition
Elias Peraticos, University College London, UK
P21. First principles quantum transport simulations for low dimensional systems
Ivan Rungger, National Physical Laboratory, UK
P22. Conductance quantisation with Rashba spin-orbit coupling in In0.75Ga0.25As quantum wires
Yilmaz Gul, University College London, UK
P23. Split-gate quantum pumps
H Howe, University College London, UK

(Plenary) Invited Fractional quantum Hall effect in a spin
J Jain and Y Zhang
Penn State University, USA
In general, fractional quantum Hall states with different spin polarizations can occur at a given filling factor,
and transitions between them can be induced by varying the Zeeman energy. The critical Zeeman energies
are a direct measure of the differences between the interaction energies of the differently spin polarized
states, and thus serve as an extremely sensitive test of the quantitative accuracy of a theory. I will report on
our work [1] comparing the composite fermion theory with experiments, and also discuss how the study of
spin transitions can teach us about the degree of breaking of the particle-hole symmetry due to Landau level
mixing.

[1]

Yuhe Zhang, Arkadiusz Wojs, J. K. Jain, PRL 2016.

(Invited) Quantization of Heat Flow (and its breakdown) in Fractional Quantum Hall States
M Heiblum
Weizmann Institute of Science
Quantum mechanics sets an upper bound on the amount of heat flow in ballistic one-dimensional
channels. While the quantum of electrical conductance is Ge=e2/h, the quantum of thermal conductance
is Gth=π2kB2T/3h – being a unique fundamental constant. This constant does not depend on the charge, the
exchange statistics, or even the interaction strength among the heat-carrying particles. Unlike the relative
ease in determining the quantization of electrical conductance, the experimental manifestation of measuring
the quantization of thermal conductance had been proven difficult. While the universality of the thermal
conductance quantum in weakly interacting particles (phonons, photons, and electronic Fermi-liquids) had
been demonstrated, no such measurement was performed on strongly interacting particles.
We report a determination of quantized heat flow in a strongly interacting system of 2D electrons specifically of fractional states in the first Landau level. Aside from proving this quantization in the ubiquitous
particle-like v=1/3 state, we studied also the hole-conjugate states ½<v<1. These states were shown before
to harbor downstream charge modes accompanied by counter-propagating upstream neutral modes. With
the prediction that each charge mode carry the same amount of heat as that of a neutral mode, the
expected net chirality dictates the total thermal conductance Gth at the edge. States studied were, v=2/3,
3/5, 4/7, with 0, -1, -2 , respectively (in unites of the quantum of thermal conductance). Recent new results
will be described briefly.
[1]

M. Banerjeeet. al., Nature545 (May, 2017)
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(Invited) Classical Tomography of Single-Electron Wave-Packet Arrival Distribution
M Kataoka1, J Fletcher1, N Johnson1,2, P See1, J Griffiths3, G Jones3, I Farrer3, D Ritchie3, M Pepper4 and
V Kashcheyevs5
1

National Physical Laboratory, UK 2University College London, UK, 3University of Cambridge, UK, 4University
College London, UK 5University of Latvia, Latvia
The recent development of on-demand single-electron sources such as mesoscopic capacitors [1] and
levitons [2] has enabled an electronic analogy of quantum optics experiments. These systems are useful in
probing the fermion particle statistics [3,4] or performing quantum tomography [5], and can be a platform
for flying qubits. In further development of this field, one important challenge is to avoid the interference by
the background Fermi sea, which can cause decoherence due to electron-electron interactions [6]. This
problem can be resolved if the electron path can be set in an intrinsic region, where the Fermi sea is
depleted. In this regard, single-electron sources that emit electrons into highly non-equilibrium states are
attractive [7]. The time-of-flight measurements of electrons ~100 meV above the Fermi energy travelling
over ~ 10 mm distance in a depleted region have been demonstrated [8]. In order to use these nonequilibrium electrons in electron quantum optics experiments, they need to be prepared into well-defined
states [9,10]. Experimental noise and timing jitter can present a challenge towards the control of electron
emission. Quantum tomography could be used to detect the emitted electron states, but the existing
protocol [5] requires a Fermi sea, and is unsuitable for electrons travelling in a depleted region.
Here, we present a newly-developed “classical” tomographic method to investigate the ensemble
distribution of electron arrival in energy and time space. In analogy to the tomography used in medical
imaging, we probe the electron distribution by varying the linear-ramp rate of time-dependent potential
barrier, and measuring the projected distribution on a rotating axis to form a sinogram map. The electron
distribution is reconstructed from the sinogram by inverse Radon transform. Using this tomography method,
we demonstrate our ability to control single- or two-electron emission, and compare our results with the
Wigner function [10].
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

G. Fève et al., Science 316, 1169 (2007).
J. Dubois et al., Nature 502, 659 (2013).
E. Bocquillon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 196803 (2012).
E. Bocquillon et al., Science 339, 1054 (2013).
T. Jullien et al., Nature 514, 603 (2014).
V. Freulon et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 6854 (2015).
J. D. Fletcher et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 216807 (2013).
M. Kataoka et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 126803 (2016).
S. Ryu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 146802 (2016).
V. Kashcheyevs and P. Samuelsson, Phys. Rev. B 95, 245424 (2017).

Orientation of hole quantum Hall nematic phases in a perpendicular electric field
A Croxall, F Sfigakis, J Waldie, I Farrer, H Beere and D Ritchie
University of Cambridge, UK
Two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) in perpendicular magnetic fields with half-integer Landau level
(LL) filling factor display a rich variety of ground states, such as incompressible fractional quantum Hall
states[1]. At half-integer LL filling factors ν ≥ 9/2, the magnetoresistance can become highly anisotropic[2],
suggesting a transition to a density-modulated nematic (“stripe”) phase. For GaAs-based 2DESs grown on
the (001) surface, the stripes are usually found to align along the [110] direction, so that the
magnetoresistance along [1-10] is much higher than along [110]. Despite much investigation, it is still not
clear what symmetry breaking mechanism causes the stripes to align in this way. Two-dimensional hole
systems (2DHSs) show somewhat similar behaviour to 2DESs[3]. However, the FQH states at ν = 5/2
and/or 7/2 are often replaced by a nematic phase, perhaps due to the larger effective hole mass. We
present observations of an anisotropic resistance state at ν = 5/2 in a 2DHS, whose orientation can be
controlled using a perpendicular electric field. The 2DHS is induced by electric field effect in an undoped
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well device, where front and back gates allow tuning of the 2DHS density p and the
average electric field E (Fig. 1(a)). For p ≈ 2 x 10^11 cm-2 and E ≈ -2 x 10^5 V/m, the magnetoresistance
along [1-10] greatly exceeds that along [110], suggesting the formation of a quantum Hall nematic (Fig.
1(c)). Reversing the sign of E rotates the stripes by 90° (Fig. 1(d)). We suggest this behaviour arises from
mixing of the hole Landau levels and the combination of the Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling
effects[4], and discuss whether this can aid our understanding of the spontaneous orientation of 2D electron
quantum Hall nematics.

Fig 1. (a) The device, including the valence band profile for different average perpendicular electric field (E)
values; (b)-(d) Resistivity ρ versus perpendicular magnetic field B for different values of E, at 50 mK.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

O. Heinonen, ed., Composite Fermions: A Unified View of the Quantum Hall Regime (World
Scientific, Singapore, 1998).
M.P. Lilly et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 394 (1999); R. Du et al., Solid State Communications 109,
389 (1999).
M. Shayegan, et al., Physica E 6, 40 (2000); M.J. Manfra et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 206804
(2007), S.P. Koduvayur et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 016804 (2011).
I. Sodemann and A. MacDonald, arXiv:1307:5489v1 (2013).
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Disentangling surface and bulk transport in topological insulator p-n junctions
D Backes1, D Huang2, R Mansell3, M Lanius4, J Kampmeier4, D Richie3, G Mussler4, G Gumbs5, D
Grützmacher4 and V Narayan3
1

Loughborough University, UK, 2Air Force Research Laboratory, USA, 3University of Cambridge, UK, 4Peter
Grünberg Institute (PGI-9), Germany 5Hunter College of the City University of New York, USA

By combining n-type Bi2Te3 and p-type Sb2Te3 topological insulators, vertically stacked p-n junctions can be
formed, allowing the Fermi level to be positioned in the bulk band gap as well as tuning between n- and ptype surface carriers. Here we use low-temperature magnetotransport measurements to probe the surface
and bulk transport modes in a range of vertical Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 heterostructures with varying relative
thicknesses of the top and bottom layers [1]. With increasing thickness of the Sb2Te3 layer we observe a
change from n- to p-type behavior and a specific regime where the Hall signal is immeasurable.
To explain our experimental findings, we develop a multichannel conductance model which correctly
anticipates the dependence of the Hall and longitudinal components of resistivity. It predicts the
compensation of n- and p-type contributions at a specific composition, where indeed the resistance is very
high and, simultaneously, the Hall signal is immeasurable. Lastly, it explains why the alignment of Fermi
level and Dirac point, previously observed in an ARPES experiment [2], does not coincide with the
suppression of bulk conduction. The model is underpinned by a semi-classical Boltzmann transport theory
which rigorously shows the vanishing of the Hall signal.
Our results provide crucial experimental and theoretical insights into the relative roles of the surface and bulk
in the vertical topological p-n junctions.

Fig. 1 (a) Hall resistance and (b) longitudinal resistance for Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 heterostructures at various
Sb2Te3 thicknesses. Measurements are shown in black and the calculated values in red. (c) Conductivity of
the bulk (red disks) and TSS (black squares) derived from the model.
[1]
[2]

D. Backes, R. Mansell, M. Lanius, J. Kampmeier, D. Ritchie, G. Mussler, D. Grützmacher, and V.
Narayan, arXiv: 1605.06787
M. Eschbach, E. Mlynczak, J. Kellner, J. Kampmeier, M. Lanius, E. Neumann, C. Weyrich, M.
Gehlmann, P. Gospodaric, S. Döring, G. Mussler, N. Demarina, M. Luysberg, G. Bihlmayer, T.
Schapers, L. Plucinski, S. Blügel, M. Morgenstern, C. M. Schneider, and D. Grützmacher, Nat.
Commun. 6, 8816 (2015).

Anisotropic fractional quantum Hall effect
Z Papic1, B Yang2, C-H Lee2 and Z Hu3
1

University of Leeds, UK, 2Institute of High Performance Computing, Singapore, 3Chongqing University, China

Recently, there has been renewed interest in the fractional quantum Hall effect due to emerging connections
between topological order, geometry and broken symmetry in such systems. In this talk, I will introduce a
generalization of the Haldane pseudopotentials which allows for a microscopic description of anisotropic
quantum Hall states. This approach not only facilitates the numerical investigation of quantum Hall systems
in which the rotational symmetry is broken (e.g., by a tilted magnetic field), but also suggests the existence
of new types of bound “molecular” states which combine properties of topological order with broken
symmetry. I will discuss some applications of the generalized Haldane pseudopotentials, such as the
nematic quantum Hall effect and the connection with recent ideas about geometrical degrees of freedom in
quantum Hall states.
Electron transport coupled to mechanical motion in nanoelectromechanical systems with a two-dimensional
electron gas
A Shevyrin, A Pogosov, A Bakarov and A Shklyaev
Rzhanov Institute of Semiconductor Physics SB RAS, Russia
The usually studied low-dimensional electron systems are embedded in a massive bulk such as a
semiconductor heterostructure. However, using the selective etching, it is possible to create thin freely
suspended membranes containing two- or lower dimensional electron systems. These suspended structures
having additional mechanical degrees of freedom can be used as micro- or nanomechanical resonators,
whose vibrations can be on-chip driven [1,2]. Experience shows that mechanical motion of these systems
affects electron transport coherently changing the conductivity. The electromechanical coupling inherent to
them opens new prospects for enriching the electron transport in low-dimensional electron systems by a
variety of qualitatively new phenomena [1,2]. However, the physical mechanism underlying the coupling in
GaAs/AlGaAs systems remained essentially unclear until recently. It was sometimes supposed that this
mechanism has piezoelectric nature, but there was a lack of experimental evidence for this hypothesis, and
there was no physical model predicting the magnitude of the effect. In the present work we experimentally
confirm piezoelectric nature of the coupling utilizing the anisotropy of piezoelectric effect and propose a
physical model quantitatively describing the coupling.

Fig.1. (a) Nanomechanical resonator containing two-dimensional electron gas. Amplitude (b,d) and phase
(c,e) of the conductance response to mechanical vibrations of the perpendicularly oriented cantielevers. (f)
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The change in the 2DEG density per unit displacement of a cantilever free end predicted by the developed
model.
The studied system represents two identical cantilevers oriented in the orthogonal directions [110] and [110]. Resonant vibrations of the cantilevers were driven out-of-plane by means of electrostatic actuation
using side gates [2]. The cantilevers contain conductive channels near their bases. It was found that
identical vibrations of the cantilevers lead to opposite (180° phase-shifted) responses in the channels
conductance. A physical model quantitatively describing the conductivity change is developed and shown to
be consistent with the experiment. The model implies that the 2DEG maintains constant electrochemical
potential and screens the piezoelectric-induced bound charge. It is shown that the change in the 2DEG
density is caused primarily by an abrupt change in the mechanical stress on the boundary between
suspended and non-suspended areas, rather than by the stress itself. Hence, the studied electromechanical
coupling can be considered as an edge effect.
The work is supported by RFBR grants №s 16-32-60130, 15-02-05774 and 16-02-00579.
[1]
[2]

Y. Okazaki et al., Nature Communications 7, 11132 (2016).
A. A. Shevyrin et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 183110 (2015).

(Invited) Versatile Spin Controls with Multiple Quantum Dots: Multiple Qubits, QND, and Entanglement
Transfer
S Tarucha
The University of Tokyo & RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter Science, Japan
To date basic techniques of implementing spin-based quantum computing have been demonstrated using
single and double quantum dots (QDs). For the more multiple QDs, it becomes possble to control spins in
various ways. Here we show the versatile spin controls including dephasing and transfer of spin
entanglement transfer and QND measurement in addition to multiplication of spin qubits.
In multiple QDs entanglement is usually established between neighboring dots, but that between distant
QDs can provide more freedom of quantum gating. We propose and demonstrate a novel scheme of
generating spin entanglement between distant QDs. We use a triple GaAs QD having one electron in each
dot to show that one party of an entangled spin pair, initially prepared at a single site, is transferred to the
next site and then adiabatically swapped with the third spin using a transition across a multi-level avoidedenergy crossing. This swap process is accelerated by the noise-induced dephasing without sacrificing the
coherence of the entangled state. Indeed, the coherent evolution of the generated entangled state is
observed even in the presence of the strong dephasing noise in this process.
In addition, we use a triple QD to realize a hybrid system of a spin-1/2 qubit and a singlet-triplet qubit which
are exchange-coupled with each other. The singlet-triplet phase evolution frequency depends on the
orientation of the spin-1/2 state. This frequency modulation can be used for QND measurement of the spin1/2 state as an observable and the singlet-triplet qubit as an apparatus.

(Invited) Wave transport in two-dimensional wave-mechanical nano-dots and billiards with gain and loss
under parity-time symmetry
K-F Berggren1, F Tellnader2 and I Yakimenko3
1

Linköping University, Sweden 2Lund University, Sweden 3IFM, Linköping University, Sweden

An unconventional but timely formulation of quantum dynamics of open systems is discussed and how it
may be applied to systems like 2D quantum dots. This alternative approach [1,2] to conventional wave
mechanics is generic in nature and is currently gaining attention in a number of fields as, for example,
inelastic quantum scattering and transport, optical waveguides, devices in contact with an environment,
oscillatory classical systems and other open systems with loss or gain (see, for example, [3-5] for reviews).
We discuss the particular case of a two-dimensional quantum dot [5] with in- and output leads, here
mimicked by imaginary potentials for gain and loss and how wave functions, particle flow, coalescence of
levels and statistical properties may be analyzed within such a framework [6-9]. Related features for string
instruments and wolf-notes are outlined briefly [10-11].
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

Bender, C. M. and Boettcher, S. (1998). Real Spectra in Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians Having PTSymmetry. Physical Review Letters, 80, 5243-5246.
Bender, C.M. (2007) Making Sense of Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. Reports on Progress in Physics,
70, 947-1018.
Christodoulides, D., El-Ganainy, R., Peschel, U. and Rotter, S., Editors (2017) Focus on Parity-Time
Symmetry in Optics and Photonics, New J. Phys. (A series of selected articles commencing 2014).
Konotop, V.V., Yang, J. and Zezyulin, D.A. (2016) Nonlinear waves in PT -symmetric systems, Rev.

Mod. Phys. 88, 035002-59 (2016).

Rotter, I. and Bird, J.P (2015) A review of progress in the physics of open quantum systems: theory
and experiment, Rep. Prog. Phys.78 114001-37.
Berggren, K.-F., Yakimenko. I.I. and Hakanen, J. (2010) Modeling of open quantum dots and wave
billiards using imaginary potentials for the source and the sink, New J. Phys. 12, 073005-19.
Wahlstrand , B, Yakimenko, . I.I. and Berggren, K.-F (2014) Wave transport and statistical
properties of an open non-Hermitian quantum dot with parity-time symmetry Phys. Rev. E 89,
062910 -9.
Tellander, F, and Berggren, K.-F. (2017) Spectra, current flow and wave function morphology in a
model PT−symmetric quantum dot with external interactions, Phys. Rev. A 94(4), 042115-12 .
Tellnader, F. and Berggren, K.-F. (2017) Non-Hermitian Wave Mechanics-an Unorthodox Way into
Embedded Systems, J. Young Investigators -JYI (in press)
Gough, C.E. (1981) The theory of string resonances on musical instruments, Acustica 49. 124-141
Weinreich, G (1977) Coupled piano strings, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 62, 1474-84.
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Thermal decay of the Coulomb blockade oscillations
E Idrisov1, I Levkivskyi2 and E Sukhorukov1
1

University of Geneva, Switzerland, 2ETH Zurich, Switzerland

We study transport properties and the charge quantization phenomenon in a small metallic island connected
to the leads through two quantum point contacts (QPCs). The linear conductance is calculated perturbatively
with respect to weak tunneling and weak backscattering at QPCs as a function of the temperature T and gate
voltage. The conductance shows Coulomb blockade (CB) oscillations as a function of the gate voltage that
decay with the temperature as a result of thermally activated fluctuations of the charge in the island. The
regimes of quantum, T ≪ EC, and thermal, T ≫ EC, fluctuations are considered, where EC is the charging
energy of an isolated island. Our predictions for CB oscillations in the quantum regime coincide with previous
findings in [A. Furusaki and K. A. Matveev, Phys. Rev. B 52, 16676 (1995)]. In the thermal regime the
visibility of Coulomb blockade oscillations decays with the temperature as (T/EC)1/2 exp(-π2T/EC), where the
exponential dependence originates from the thermal averaging over the instant charge fluctuations, while the
prefactor has a quantum origin. This dependence does not depend on the strength of couplings to the leads.
Our results agree with the recent experiment [S. Jezouin et al., Nature 536, 58 (2016)] in the whole range of
the parameter T/EC.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Edvin G. Idrisov, Ivan P. Levkivskyi and Eugene V. Sukhhorukov, arXiv: 1706.05251 (2017)
S. Jezouin, Z. Iftikhar, A. Anthore, F. D. Parmentier, U. Gennser, A. Cavanna, A. Ouerqhi, I. P.
Levkivskyi, E. G. Idrisov, E. V. Sukhorukov, L. I. Glazman and F. Pierre, Nature 531, 206 (2016)
A. Furusaki, K. A. Matveev, Phys. Rev. B 52, 16676 (1995)

Heralded generation of maximal entanglement via incoherent coupling to thermal baths
G Haack1, A Tavakoli1, J Bohr Brask1, M Huber2 and N Brunner1
1

University of Geneva, Switzerland 2IQOQI Vienna, Switzerland

We discuss a simple quantum thermal machine for the generation of maximal entanglement in a heralded
manner. Our setup requires incoherent interactions with two thermal baths at different temperatures, but no
source of work or control. A pair of (d + 1)-dimensional quantum systems is first driven to an entangled
steady-state by the temperature gradient, which induces a heat current through the system. Maximal
entanglement in dimension d can then be heralded via local filters. For qubits and qutrits, we show that any
pure, entangled state can be generated. This makes this out-of-thermal-equilibrium proposal a valid scheme
to generate genuine quantum states that violate Bell-type inequalities. We discuss experimental prospects
considering implementations in semiconducting charge quantum dots and superconducting systems such as
the fluxonium qutrits. The prospects for a proof-of-principle experiment are good, with significant amounts of
entanglement generated in the presence of decoherence and with limited temperature gradients.

Spin and valley transport through carbon nanotube double quantum dots
E Laird1, T Pei1, M Mergenthaler1, N Ares1, A Mavalankar1, J Warner1, A Briggs1 and A Palyi2
1

Oxford University UK 2Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME), Hungary

Electrons in carbon nanotubes have two kinds of quantised angular momentum: spin and valley [1]. The
spin-orbit interaction couples these degrees of freedom and opens a host of possibilities for quantum
information, coherent coupling to mechanics, and on-chip entanglement. However, these degrees of freedom
couple strongly to 13C nuclear spins and to electrical noise. Mitigating such uncontrolled couplings will be
essential to realise the full potential of nanotube quantum devices.
We measure the effects of spin-valley relaxation on electrical transport in a nanotube double quantum dot
[2]. Measuring a stamped, suspended nanotube, we tune the device into the Pauli blockade regime. We
measure both DC transport through the nanotube, which is sensitive to spin-valley relaxation, and a spinvalley qubit, which is sensitive to decoherence [3]. We show how to distinguish the relaxation rates due to
hyperfine coupling and to spin-orbit interaction by measuring the current as a function of magnetic field. The
extracted hyperfine coupling is consistent with the measured qubit dephasing rate, implying that much
longer qubit dephasing times would be accessible in an isotopically purified nanotube.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Laird, E. A. et al. Quantum transport in carbon nanotubes. Mod. Phys. 87, 703–764 (2015).
Pei, T. et al. Hyperfine and spin-orbit coupling effects on decay of spin-valley states in a carbon
nanotube. Rev. Lett. 118, 177701 (2017).
Laird, E. A., Pei, F. & Kouwenhoven, L. P. A valley-spin qubit in a carbon nanotube. Nanotechnol. 8,
565–8 (2013).

Role of random edge-vacancy disorder on the transport properties of zig-zag graphene nanoribbons
Y Hancock and J P C Baldwin
University of York, UK
Top-down methods, e.g., e-beam lithography, create edge-roughness in graphene nanoribbons, demanding
realistic modelling of random edge-disorder to understand experiment and for future device design. The role
of disorder on the transport properties of low-dimensional quantum systems is a key question. With recent
experimental measurements also showing magnetic signatures in zig-zag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs)
[1], the effect of magnetism, system-size and disorder comes into play. Mucciolo et al. reported that the
disorder-induced conduction gap in ZGNRs varies inversely with ribbon width becoming more pronounced for
high edge-vacancy concentrations [2]. Others show similar findings for the onset of disorder-induced gaps in
ZGNRs as a function of length, width, and degree of disorder from simple tight-binding calculations, e.g., [3].
Missing from these studies is the effect of extended hopping and mean-field (local) Coulomb interaction (the
so-called Hubbard-U), with the latter essential to generate the magnetic properties and gap predicted by
density functional theory (DFT) in edge-defected GNRs and experiment [1,4].
To test the role of extended hopping and magnetic interaction, results from non-interacting tight-binding
models with (i) nearest and (ii) up to third nearest neighbor hopping are compared against those from the
extended Hubbard model for edge-vacancy-defected ZGNRs (length=48A ̊and width=9.2A ̊). For the
transport modelling, the Landauer-Büttiker formalism is used.
Through ensemble averaging, a persistent magnetism and Hubbard-U (i.e., spin-generated) conductance
gap is found irrespective of the random edge-vacancy disorder, contrasting with systematically-defected DFT
(i.e., single system) studies showing a loss of magnetism at 33% edge-vacancy-defect concentration. For
longer devices (up to 144.1A ̊) and high edge-disorder (42.5%), gaps open in the non-interacting systems in
the localization regime, whereas Hubbard gaps become spin dependent. In all cases, the gaps increase with
system length, although the Hubbard gaps remain smaller due to robustness against edge disorder.
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A continuing magnetic state, spin-dependent gap formation and gap robustness in the ensemble-averaged
Hubbard results indicates a complex interplay between the kinetics, disorder, system size, and spin
interaction. The culmination of these investigations leads to the conclusion that an interacting model with
ensemble averaging is required to describe the transport properties of edge-vacancy defected ZGNRs [5].
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

C. Tao et al., Nat. Physics 7, 616 (2011)
E. R. Mucciolo et al., PRB 79, 075407 2009
A. Cresti and S. Roche, PRB 79, 233404 (2009)
Y. Hancock et al., PRB 81, 245402 (2010)
J.P.C. Baldwin & Y. Hancock, PRB 94, 165126 (2016)

(Plenary) Interaction effects in quasi one-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures
M Pepper
University College London, UK
We will describe the instabilities of a line of electrons in one-dimension as the confinement potential is
weakened and the electron-electron repulsion becomes the dominant interaction in the system. Analysis of
the change in the energy levels with confinement shows that the strong confinement ground state becomes
higher energy than the previous first excited state. Consequently, the state with two wavefunction lobes now
smoothly evolves to become the state corresponding to two lines of charge in place of a single line of
electrons. The nature of a zig-zag which may correspond to a hybridisation of the two lines leading to
complete separation will be discussed. It will be shown that in a strongly confined regime a spin separation
occurs leading to a spin locking, the exchange interaction resulting in this effect can be manipulated by the
geometry of confinement.
(Invited) Electrical and thermal transport in inhomogeneous Luttinger liquids
K Matveev and Wade DeGottardi
Argonne National Laboratory, USA
We study the transport properties of long quantum wires by generalizing the Luttinger liquid approach to
allow for the finite lifetime of the bosonic excitations. Our theory accounts for long-range disorder and strong
electron interactions, both of which are common features of experiments with quantum wires. We obtain the
electrical and thermal resistances and thermoelectric properties of such quantum wires and find a strong
deviation from perfect conductance quantization. We cast our results in terms of the thermal conductivity
and bulk viscosity of the electron liquid and give the temperature scale above which the transport can be
described by classical hydrodynamics.

(Invited) A statistic study of the 0.7e2/h quantum conductance anomaly in quantum point contacts
C Smith, P Ma, R Puddy, K Delfanazari, M Cao, T Yi, J Griffiths, H Beere, D Ritchie and M Kelly
University of Cambridge, UK
Quantum transport in 1D systems has consistently shown a plateau in conductance at around 0.7e2/h. This
plateau has been explained using a variety of models including the Kondo effect [1], Wigner
crystallization [2], and the smeared van-Hove singularity [3]. We have fabricated a low-temperature
multiplexer chip that allows hundreds of devices to be measured on the same chip allowing detailed
correlations between the device properties and the 0.7 anomaly. Detailed measurements of the structure of
the saddle point potential in each constriction show the surprising result that there is no clear correlation
between the device length and the potential profile along the channel. We find that the van Hove model
provides the best fit to this large data set including predictions of the strength of the anomaly as a function
of magnetic field and its correlation to the ration to the lateral and longitudinal saddle point potential ratio.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Thomas, K. J. et al. Possible spin polarization in a one-dimensional electron gas. Phys. Rev. Lett.
77, 135-138 (1996)
Matveev, K. A. Conductance of a quantum wire in the Wigner-crystal regime. Phys. Rev. Lett. 92,
106801 (2004).
Bauer, F. et al. Microscopic origin of the ‘0.7-anomaly’ in quantum point contacts. Nature 501, 7378 (2013).

Quantum impurity physics in high-impedance transmission lines
R Kuzmin1, N Grabon1, Y-H Lin1, N Mehta1, N Pankratova1, M Goldstein2 and V Manucharyan1
1

University of Maryland, USA, 2University of Tel Aviv, Israel

Luttinger liquid is the name for a theoretical model describing electrons interacting in one dimension. In
contrast to higher dimensions, the model predicts a very distinct behavior for tunneling through a weak link,
or impurity, which depends on the interaction strength characterized by a parameter g. Strong interactions of
1D fermions are taken into account by mapping them onto non-interacting bosons. Many electronic systems
were proposed to test the model predictions but their experimental realizations for a broad parameter range
is challenging.
Here we present a previously unexplored approach of experimentally testing the predictions of a Luttinger
liquid model by using microwaves rather than electrons. The basis of our approach is a high-impedance
"telegraph" transmission line consisting of two parallel chains with over 35,000 Josephson tunnel junctions.
Such a transmission line presents a media for artificial 1D photons with highly unusual properties. In
particular, the transmission line supports waves that propagate more than 150 times slower than light in free
space. This is equivalent to an effective fine structure constant that exceeds a unity.
We will show how this system can be used to perform quantum simulations of tunneling in a Luttinger liquid
using simple microwave scattering measurements. The trick is to insert a properly tuned ”impurity” circuit
into the transmission line and to explore mode-mode interaction due to scattering caused by the impurity. In
the case of a localized phase-slip across a single Josephson junction playing the role of an impurity, the
system can be described by a boundary sine-Gordon model. The interaction strength is defined as g = Z/Rq
where Z is the transmission line impedance and Rq = 6.5 kOhm is the resistance quantum. By measuring
scattering amplitudes and the spectrum of inelastically scattered photons we can find the first and higher
order correlation functions related to an AC conductance of the impurity. Remarkably, the controllability of
the transmission line parameters and its finite size allow us to fabricate lines with impedances exceeding Rq
while keeping the phase-slip rate of the line’s junctions very low. It gives us the unique opportunity to test
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Luttinger liquid tunneling while varying the interaction strength across its critical point g = 1. The Kondo
problem and other quantum impurity models may also be simulated using the described approach, and they
will be discussed briefly.
Manipulation and detection of spin polarization in one-dimension
C Yan1, S Kumar1, K Thomas1, M Pepper1, P See2, D Ritchie3, I Farrar3, G Jones3 and J Griffiths3
1

University College London, UK, 2National Physical Laboratory, UK 3University of Cambridge, UK

There is considerable interest in the spin properties of clean one-dimensional (1D) quantum wires. Generally
electrons in a quantum wire are spin degenerate, but spin polarisation becomes observable on the
application of a large in-plane magnetic field [1]. In addition, phenomena attributed to spin-polarization
such as the 0.7 anomaly [1] has been observed in quasi-1D systems. A direct measurement of the degree of
spin freedom is thus necessary to lead to a comprehensive understanding of these features to complement
conductance measurements [2]. It has been predicted theoretically [3] that an imbalance of the split spin
branches, due to the spin-orbit interaction, can be detected using transverse electron focusing measurement
where the height of each focusing peak is proportional to the population of detected electrons. This has
been confirmed experimentally in a GaAs hole gas [4] and an InSb electron gas [5], the first focusing peak
splits into two sub-peaks which is due to electron with different spins. Similarly focusing can be used to
detect completely spin polarized electrons [6].
However the spin splitting has not yet observed in a GaAs electron gas. Here we present the results of
transverse electron focusing experiments in GaAs based electron gas where a pronounced splitting of the first
focusing peak was observed and spin polarization at different injector conductance was measured. A finite
polarization of 20% was recorded when injector conductance was set at 0.7 structure and it is clear that the
electrons are spin polarized at low values of conductance and the 0.7 emerges as does the minority spin
level. It is shown that spin splitting is enhanced by an in-plane magnetic field. Comprehensive experimental
results will be presented showing how the measured spin splitting is varied by the transition from adiabatic
to non-adiabatic injection and the length of the injecting channel.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

K. J. Thomas, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 135 (1996).
A. Reynoso, et al., Phys. Rev. B 75, 085321 (2007).
L. P. Rokhinson, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 146601 (2004).
A. R. Dedigama, et al., Physica E 34, 647-650 (2006).
R. M. Potok et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 266602 (2002).

Spin injection in graphene with 1D contacts
I J Vera Marun, J L Sambricio, V H Guarochico and I V Grigorieva
University of Manchester, UK
We report the first observation of nonlocal pure spin currents in high-quality graphene channels that are fully
encapsulated by hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) layers. Our heterostructure devices prevent residual
contamination from the fabrication process, routinely allowing high-quality channels with mobilities of up to
100000 cm2V-1s-1. This architecture is enabled by creating spin injectors based on edge one-dimensional
(1D) contacts, which avoid any significant charge doping from the contacts in the center of the graphene
channel. We present evidence for spin transport both at room temperature and low temperatures. Spin
injection through 1D contacts into uniform high-quality graphene gives us access to explore spintronics in
the quantum transport regime, where we exploit quantum interference to enhance and even reverse the
nonlocal spin signals.

Quantum phase transition detected through one-dimensional ballistic conductance
A Bayat, S Kumar, M Pepper and S Bose
University College London, UK
A quantum phase transition is an unequivocal signature of strongly correlated many-body physics.
Signatures of such phenomena are yet to be observed in ballistic transport through quantum wires. Recent
developments in quantum wires have made it possible to enhance the interaction between the electrons.
Here we show that hitherto unexplained anticrossing between conduction energy subbands, observed in
such experiments, can be explained through a simple yet effective discretized model which undergoes a
second-order quantum phase transition within the Ising universality class. Accordingly, we observe how the
charge distribution, transverse to the direction of the wire, will vary across the phase transition. We show that
data coming from three different samples with differing electron densities and gate voltages show a
remarkable universal scaling behavior, determined by the relevant critical exponent, which is only possible
near a quantum phase transition.
[1]

Bayat et al., Phys. Rev. B 96, 041116(R) (2017).

(Invited) Simulating topological band structure using quantum walks
I Siddiqi
University of California Berkeley, USA
Classical random walks characterize a variety of stochastic phenomena ranging from physics to finance and
form the basis of computational tools spanning fields from medical imaging to social networking. More than
20 years ago, Aharonov et. al. introduced the notion of a quantum random walk, where the walker possesses
an additional spin degree of freedom and can exist in a coherent superposition of lattice sites. Interference
between different scattering paths on the lattice determines the resulting dynamics, which mirror those
arising in certain spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonians. We implement a quantum walk on the lattice of photonic
states coupled via a superconducting quantum bit in a circuit QED architecture. Combining this protocol with
a novel scheme for directly measuring topological invariants, we realize a digital quantum simulation of the
canonical Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model of polyacetylene.
(Invited) Observation of spin-charge separation and a hierarchy of modes in an interacting 1D system
C Ford1, Y Jin1, M Moreno1, W K Tan1, J Griffiths1, I Farrer1, G Jones1, D Ritchie1, A Anthore2, O Tsyplyatyev3
and A Schofield4
1

University of Cambridge, UK, 2Université Paris Diderot, France, 3J. W. Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany,
University of Birmingham, UK

4

At low excitation energies, a system of interacting one-dimensional (1D) electrons can be described
theoretically as a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid. However, it is only in the last few years that theoreticians have
developed models of the behaviour at energies comparable to the Fermi energy, predicting “replicas” of the
dispersion relation offset by multiples of the Fermi wave-vector.[1,2] We measure momentum-resolved
tunnelling of electrons between 1D wires formed within a GaAs heterostructure and a 2D electron gas used
as a spectrometer and have previously found well-resolved spin-charge separation at low energy with
appreciable interaction strength.[3] Now we have detected structure resembling a replica, which dies away
quite rapidly at high momentum, in line with the most recent theory.[2] We have fabricated arrays of wires
with lengths between 1 and 20µm, after developing a reliable technique to make thousands of “air-bridges”
on each device. The replica seems strongest in the short wires, again as predicted by the theory.
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[1]
[2]

[3]

A. Imambekov and L. I. Glazman, Science 323, 228 (2009); T. L. Schmidt, A. Imambekov, and L. I.
Glazman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 116403 (2010).
O. Tsyplyatyev, A. J. Schofield, Y. Jin, M. Moreno, W. K. Tan, C. J. B. Ford, J. P. Griffiths, I. Farrer, G.
A. C. Jones and D. A. Ritchie, Phys. Rev. Lett., 114, 196401 (2015); O. Tsyplyatyev, A. J. Schofield,
Y. Jin, M. Moreno, W. K. Tan, A. S. Anirban, C. J. B. Ford, J. P. Griffiths, I. Farrer, G. A. C. Jones and D.
A. Ritchie, Phys. Rev. B, 93, 075147 (2016).
Y. Jompol, C. J. B. Ford, J. P. Griffiths, I. Farrer, G. A. C. Jones, D. Anderson, D. A. Ritchie, T. W. Silk
and A. J. Schofield, Science, 325, 597–601 (2009).

Spintronic aspects of quantum ballistic transport in Germanium
S Holmes1, Y Gul2, M Pepper2, M Myronov3, C Barnes4 and P Newton4
1

Toshiba Cambridge Research Laboratory, UK 2University College London, UK 3Warwick University, UK,
University of Cambridge, UK

4

Nano-structured devices based on epitaxial germanium that are compatible with silicon CMOS processing
are an exciting possibility now that the basics of ballistic transport has been demonstrated in germanium
quantum wells. In this talk we outline a quantum transport study that has produced quantised conductivity
up to 10G0 (where G0 = 2e2/h) in a p-type quantum wire with the effects of disorder largely absent. The
patterned surface gates on the device control both the number of conducting 1-dimensional channels and
the carrier density independently. In addition to this full control of the electronic properties of the device, the
spin properties are strongly influenced by the coherent strain in the layers with only a weak Rashba spinorbit coupling contribution to the spin-splitting in the valence band. We elucidate the transport properties in
germanium that are desirable for spintronic based devices and report recent results where charge interaction
effects appear as quantised structure at conductance < 0.5 G0.
Back Action of Photo-Excited Graphene Electrons on Incident Photons by Hybridized Radiative and
Evanescent Fields
D Huang1, A Iurov2 and G Gumbs3
1

US Air Force Research Lab, USA, 2University of New Mexico, USA 3Hunter College of CUNY, USA

A quantum back action from photo-excited graphene electrons on incident photons through hybridized
radiative and evanescent field modes is studied as an analogy to Newton's third law in classical mechanics.
In this case, however, the back action appears as an induced optical-polarization field which reshapes an
incident surface-plasmon-polariton field by resonant scattering. A scattering matrix is presented at
frequencies close to the surface-plasmon resonance in order to demonstrate changes in the polarization
field, which enables construction of an accurate effective-medium theory for Maxwell equations. As the
graphene is moved close to a conductor surface, the twin peaks found in the calculated absorption spectra
due to hybrid surface-plasmon and graphene-plasmon modes become enhanced with a high conductor
plasma frequency, but are overshadowed by a broad surface-plasmon-polariton peak at a low plasma
frequency.

Microwave spectroscopy of a carbon nanotube charge qubit
M Buitelaar1, Z Penfold-Fitch2 and F Sfigakis2
1

University College London, UK, 2University of Cambridge, UK

Carbon nanotubes are of interest for quantum information processing because of the possibility to
accurately control electron charge, spin, and valley degrees of freedom in an atomically perfect and
isotopically pure material. We report on microwave spectroscopy of a carbon nanotube charge qubit in which
quantum information is encoded in the spatial position of an electron, using rf reflectometry for readout. It is
shown that coherence times can be extended greatly by operating the device at an optimal point where it is
less sensitive to charge noise.
GeTe: a non-centrosymmetric spin-orbit coupled superconductor
V Narayan1, N Banerjee2, A Pal1, T-A Nguyen1, J Dann1, P Verpoort1, G Conduit1, G Mussler3 and D
Gruetmacher3
1

University of Cambridge, UK, 2Loughborough University, UK 3Peter Grunberg Institute 9, Germany

Non-centrosymmetric superconductors, or superconductors lacking inversion symmetry, necessarily have a
population of p-wave Cooper pairs and are thus strong candidates to host topological superconductivity. In
this talk I will describe some of our recent experimental results on thin films of the noncentrosymmetric
semiconductor GeTe which is a well-known Rashba material, and is superconducting below ≈ 0.1 K. Above
the superconducting transition, the magnetotransport of GeTe shows a well-defined weak anti-localisation
(WAL) cusp, clearly indicating the existence of a spin-orbit field. Intriguingly the WAL characteristics as well
as Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are suggestive of two-dimensional transport modes in the nominally bulk
thin films (thickness > 30 nm). At temperatures close to (but above) the superconducting transition, a finite
and time-varying field renders a dramatic decrease in resistivity, almost completely driving the sample
superconducting. Remarkably, the field value at which this finite-field superconducting state (FFSS) occurs
depends on the history of the sample, changing controllably from positive to negative values when the
sample is subjected to ≈ +1 T or -1 T field, respectively. Under static conditions, however, the FFSS relaxes to
the normal state in a power-law fashion, reminiscent of Eddy-like supercurrent. This novel magnetoresponse
persists deep within the superconducting state where a small magnetic field, whose sign depends on the
magnetic history of the sample, serves to enhance the superconducting transition. Our results yield new
insights and point to a novel spin dynamics in Rashba coupled superconductors.
(Invited) Exotic superconductivity in an alkali-metal doped topological insulator
I V Grigorieva
University of Manchester, UK
I will review our recent study of alkali-metal doped topological insulator (TI) Bi2Se3. The latter belongs to a
class of materials whose underlying electronic structure is topologically nontrivial and the effect of topology
is expected to be preserved in the superconducting state. By intercalating Bi2Se3 with K, Rb and Cs we
obtained three new, high-quality superconductors. The study of their magnetization revealed a highly
unusual behaviour, never seen in conventional superconductors before. I will show that all the observed
features of magnetization can be understood if, as predicted for a doped TI, one assumes that alkaliintercalated Bi2Se3 host bulk topological superconductivity that coexists with additional superconductivity
due to doped Dirac states at the surface of the original TI. Our findings provide an experimental input for
further analysis of topological superconductivity and identifying its critical signatures.
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Posters
(P1) Plasmons on a topological nanoparticle surface
G Siroki, P Haynes, D Lee and V Giannini
Imperial College London, UK
Topological insulators are materials that have metallic surface states protected by time-reversal symmetry.
Such states are delocalised over the surface and are immune to non-magnetic defects and impurities.
Building on previous work [1] we have studied the interaction of light with a topological insulator
nanoparticle. Our main finding is that the occupied surface states can lead to charge density oscillations
akin to plasmons in metallic nanoparticles. Furthermore, these oscillations can couple to phonons forming a
previously unreported excitation [2]. Because the states are localised at the surface, a small number of them
is enough to change the absorption spectrum of the particle containing many thousands of atoms. We will
show how the effect can be adjusted by varying the particle's size and shape. Furthermore, we will discuss
the robustness of the effect in the presence of disorder.
To summarize, the protected surface states add an additional degree of freedom to tune the optical
properties of topological insulator nanoparticles.
[1] K Imura, Y Yoshimura, Y Takane, T Fukui, PRB 86, 235119 (2012)
[2] G Siroki, D K K Lee, P D Haynes, V Giannini, Nat. Comm. 7, 12375 (2016)
(P2) An extended Hubbard model for mesoscopic transport in donor arrays in silicon
N Le1, A Fisher2 and E Ginossar1
1

University of Surrey, UK 2University College London, UK

Arrays of dopants in silicon are promising platforms for the quantum simulation of the Fermi-Hubbard model.
We show that the simplest model with only on-site interaction is insufficient to describe the physics of an
array of phosphorous donors in silicon due to the strong inter-site interaction in the system. We also study
the resonant tunneling transport in the array at low temperature as a means of probing the features of the
Hubbard physics, such as the Hubbard bands and the Mott gap. Two mechanisms of localization which
suppresses transport in the array are investigated: The first arises from the electron-ion core attraction and is
significant at low filling; the second is due to the sharp oscillation in the tunnel coupling caused by the intervalley interference of the donor electron's wavefunction. This disorder in the tunnel coupling leads to a steep
exponential decay of conductance with channel length in one-dimensional arrays, but its effect is less
prominent in two-dimensional ones. Hence, it is possible to observe resonant tunneling transport in a
relatively large array in two dimensions.
(P3) Gating classical information flow through spin chains by quantum phase transitions
L Banchi1, J Fernandez-Rossier2, C Hirjibehedin1 and S Bose1
1

University College London, UK, 2Quantalab, International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Portugal

The development of communication channels at the ultimate size limit of atomic scale physical dimensions
will make the use of quantum entities an imperative. In this regime, quantum fluctuations naturally become
prominent, and are generally considered to be detrimental. Here we show that for spin-based information
processing, these fluctuations can be uniquely exploited to gate the flow of classical binary information
across a magnetic chain in thermal equilibrium. Moreover, this information flow can be controlled with a
modest external magnetic field that drives the system through different many-body quantum phases in which

the orientation of the final spin does or does not reflect the orientation of the initial input. Our results are
general for a wide class of anisotropic spin chains that act as magnetic cellular automata, and suggest that
quantum phase transitions play a unique role in driving classical information flow at the atomic scale.
[1]

L. Banchi, J. Fernandez-Rossier, C. F. Hirjibehedin, S. Bose, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 147203 (2017) -Editors' Suggestion

(P4) Carbon Nanotube Quantum Dots for Quantum Computation
P Apostolidis1, B Villis1 and M Buitelaar1
1

University College London, UK

Presented research is focused on advances in quantum computational architectures using carbon nanotubebased quantum dot qubits. Carbon nanotubes can be grown directly on a variety of substrates, using
chemical vapor deposition, and the ratio between carbon isotopes can be controlled. Isotopically pure
carbon-12 nanotubes can serve as ideal hosts for electron spin qubits due to the absence of nuclear spin,
providing a clean spin environment, and therefore exceptionally long coherence times are expected. On the
other hand, nanotubes with a controlled percentage of carbon-13 atoms could be used as quantum
memories, upon transferring information (encoded in the electron spin) to the nuclear spin for later retrieval.
Carbon nanotube double quantum dot devices defined using electrostatic gating (Figure 1) are cooled to
ultra-low temperatures and radio-frequency (RF) reflectometry measurements are used to read out the
charge state of the dots (Figure 2). This requires no separate charge detector [1] and relies on the fact that
the resonant frequency of the RF signal is a function of the capacitance of the dots, which in turn depends
on the electron occupation across them. Spin-to-charge conversion can be used to extract the spin state of
each dot using singlet-triplet state selection rules [2]. Current research aims for measurements of charge
and spin coherence times in carbon nanotube double quantum dot devices, and how they vary for devices
on silicon and hexagonal-boron nitride.

Fig. 1: Schematic of a carbon nanotube
double quantum dot device on a silicon
substrate. Picture adapted from [2].
[1]
[2]

Fig. 2: Schematic of the resonant circuit
and configuration for RF reflectometry
measurements. Picture adapted from [1].

S. J. Chorley et al., PRL 108, 036802, 2012.
S. J. Chorley et al., PRL 106, 206801, 2011.
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(P5) Ballistic Josephson junctions based on CVD graphene
T Li1, J Gallop2, L Hao2 and E Romans1
1

University College London, UK, 2National Physical Laboratory, UK

Josephson junctions with graphene as the weak link between superconductors have been intensely studied
in recent years, with respect to both fundamental physics and potential applications. However, most of the
previous work was based on mechanically exfoliated graphene, which is not compatible with wafer-scale
production. To overcome this limitation, we have used graphene grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
as the weak link of Josephson junctions. We demonstrate that very short, wide CVD-graphene-based
Josephson junctions with Nb electrodes can work without any undesirable hysteresis in their electrical
characteristics from 1.5 K down to a base temperature of 320 mK, and their gate-tuneable critical current
shows an ideal Fraunhofer-like interference pattern in a perpendicular magnetic field. Furthermore, for our
shortest junctions (50 nm in length), we find that the normal state resistance oscillates with the gate voltage,
indicating that the junctions are in the ballistic regime, a feature not previously observed in CVD-graphenebased Josephson junctions.
(P6) Spin-orbit driven dynamical hysteresis in the magnetoresistance of Au-Ge films
J Dann, P Verpoort, C Ford, D Ritchie, G Conduit and V Narayan
University of Cambridge, UK
We present an experimental study of the low-temperature magnetoresistance of Au-Ge films where we
demonstrate a novel, spin-orbit coupling induced ‘hysteresis’ in the magnetoresistance. While under quasistatic conditions the magnetoresistance shows a classic weak anti-localisation cusp, for finite field sweep
rates we observe a striking field-sweep direction dependence. In particular, the ‘positive to negative’ field
sweep is precisely a mirror image about zero field of the ‘negative to positive’ field sweep. Furthermore, the
‘dynamic’ traces differ qualitatively from the quasi-static ones, in that there is an extra maximum in the
former before crossing zero field. We systematically rule out any artifacts arising due to possible hysteretic
response of the cryostat magnet and magnetocaloric effects, and also find our results to be reproducible
across several samples of varying composition. It is our belief that this is a phenomenon previously
unobserved in the bulk driven by the spin-orbit coupling.
(P7) Rashba spin-orbit coupling induced magneto resistance with dependency on magnetic field sweep
speed
P Verpoort, J Dann, C Ford, D Ritchie, G Conduit and V Narayan
University of Cambridge, UK
The change of resistance of GeAu films dependent on the temporal change of an applied external magnetic
field has been observed in experiments. We argue that Rashba spin-orbit coupling must be present in the Au
precipitates, and then use the Bloch equation of motion to derive a spin-flip process that is induced through
the time derivative of the magnetic field. This leads to a population imbalance of the spin sub-bands causing
a change in the total resistance.

(P8) Cavity assisted spin reconfiguration in a quantum wire
C Yan1, S Kumar1, M Pepper1, P See1, D Ritchie1, I Farrar2, G Jones2 and J Griffiths2
1

University College London, UK 2University of Cambridge, UK

Tuning spin configuration in confined system is one of the central goals of condensed matter physics. Among
all the methods, the Kondo effect, arising from the coherent spin-flip scattering between the dynamic
localized magnetic impurity and conduction electrons, grants an easily accessible approach in manipulating
spin configuration [1]. Kondo effect has led to a series of intriguing results in quantum dots (QD), ranging
from the iconic zero bias conductance anomaly (ZBA) due to single impurity Kondo effect [2] to finite bias
anomaly (FBA) which is a direct manifestation of singlet-triplet transition [3, 4]. Compared to its counterpart
in QD, the observation and understanding of the Kondo effect especially multi-impurity [5, 6] version is far
from complete in nanoscale quantum wire, also known as QPC.
Here we present the evidence on singlet-triplet Kondo effect in a novel hybrid system consisting of a QPC
coupled to an electronic cavity. It is noticed that by carefully engineering the geometry of the QPC and tuning
the coupling between the cavity and QPC, an anomalous coexistence of ZBA and FBA occurs in the moderate
conductance regime. Different aspects of the ZBA and FBA including the magnetic field and temperature
dependence have been studied systemically and compared to the theoretical predictions. It is notable that
the ZBA and FBA reveal different behaviour against external parameters and indicate their origin to be spinrelated. The results open up a new regime of experimentation using the QPCs to explore singlet-triplet effects
which so far was restricted to QDs only, and show potential for usages in spintronics.
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(P9) Investigating microwave properties of nanobridge based Josephson junctions fabricated by Xe focused
ion beam
T Godfrey1, 2, D Cox1, J Gallop1, Ti Li1, 2, E Romans2 and L Hao1
1

National Physical Laboratory, UK, 2University College London, UK

There is a growing demand for nanoscale superconducting quantum interference devices (nanoSQUIDs) to
achieve ever-smaller nanomagnetic particle measurement capability. This requires reductions in size and
increased sensitivity. These developments promise single spin measurements in the future. For several years
Niobium nanobridge-based nanoSQUIDs have been successfully fabricated at NPL using Gallium focused
ion beam (FIB) technology. However, there is some concern that Ga implantation within the Nb lattice
introduces changes to bulk Nb superconducting properties. Hence, there is now strong motivation to
investigate the quality of nanoSQUIDs fabricated using an alternative Xenon FIB technology. We are now at
the point where we are able to show that nanoSQUIDs fabricated by a Xe FIB are high quality
magnetometers, with low noise characteristics at temperatures above 4K.
We have also begun investigating the microwave capabilities of these devices, showing that they are likely to
be suitable for microwave readout techniques and microwave circuit applications. Microwave reflectometry
measurements on inductively coupled SQUIDs are proving to be an advantageous technique for high
sensitivity operation. Reflectometry would allow us to make nanomagnetic measurements with much higher
sensitivity than for many other technologies, since unlike for conventional dc SQUID readout, the nanoSQUID
can be operated in the non-dissipative superconducting state where it is not limited by thermal noise.
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(P10) Topological insulators and characterization of their phases
M Calixto and E Romera
Universidad de Granada, Spain
Topological insulators constitute an emergent category of materials with exotic electronic properties which
distinguish them from the traditional band insulators. The electronic properties at low energies of many of
them are described by the Dirac equation. In particular, that of materials isostructural with graphene like:
silicene, germanene, etc, but with a strong spin-orbit coupling that makes possible a band inversion between
valence and conduction for edge states. The characterization of the topological phases for these materials is
traditionally given in terms of topological quantum numbers (Chern class). We provide new characterizations
in terms of quantum information and statistical measures.
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M. Calixto and E. Romera "Identifying topological-band insulator transitions in silicene and other
2D gapped Dirac materials by means of Renyi-Wehrl entropy", EPL 109 (2015) 40003
Romera and M. Calixto "Uncertainty relations and topological-band insulator transitions in 2D
gapped Dirac materials" , Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 27 (2015) 175003
M. Calixto and E. Romera, "Inverse participation ratio and localization in topological insulator phase
transitions", Journal of Statistical Mechanics: Theory and Experiment 6 (2015) P06029
E. Romera and M. Calixto, "Band inversion at critical magnetic fields in a silicene quantum dot",
EPL 111 (2015) 37006

(P11) Characterizaction of Topological Phase Transitions in 2D gapped Dirac Materials
E Romera, M Calixto and J C Bolívar
Universidad de Granada, Spain
New topological quantum numbers are introduced by analyzing information and complexity measures in 2D
Dirac materials in the presence of perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. These topological quantum
numbers characterize the topological insulator and band insulator phases in these materials. In addition, we
have found that, these measures reach extremum values at the charge neutrality points. These results are
valid for other 2D gapped Dirac materials analogous to silicene (with a buckled honeycomb structure and a
significant spin-orbit coupling) like germanene, tinene,….
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(P12) Determination of the transport lifetime limiting scattering rate in InSb / AlxIn1-x Sb quantum wells using
optical surface microscopy
C McIndo1, D Hayes1, A Papageorgioua1, L Hanks1, G Smith1, C Allford1, S Zhang2, E Clarke2 and P Buckle1
1
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Indium antimonide (InSb) exhibits the lowest reported electron effective mass [1] and highest reported
room-temperature electron mobility [1] of any compound semiconductor. These properties make InSb
particularly suited to many electronic applications including low power, high frequency electronics and
quantum device realisation. Furthermore, the strong spin-orbit interaction and extremely large Landé 𝑔-

factor exhibited in InSb has gained attention for potential exploitation in spintronics and quantum
information control [2-5].
Previous studies of carrier transport in InSb 2DEGs [6, 7] have considered standard scattering mechanisms
to describe the mobility variation over a wide range of temperature but parameters used have been extreme.
Our recent observations of characteristic surface structure using differential interference contrast (Nomarski)
optical imaging has demonstrated these structures to be a limiting low temperature scattering mechanism
[8].
We have subsequently modelled these structures as regions of uniform potential separated by potential
barriers of a few monolayers. Using Monte-Carlo simulations combined with tunnelling current calculations
we have been able to investigate the range of possible barrier widths and heights, comparing to experimental
Hall mobilities and currents at 3K. We have then used this to model the measured mobility behaviour as a
function of temperature.
The work was supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.

Fig. 1: Left: Nomarski microscope image of sample surface showing clear features. Right: Measured Hall
mobility and mean free path for several samples (red squares) with corresponding extracted surface feature
sizes (green dots).
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(P13) GaSb/AlGaSb 2DEG devices for magnetotransport measurements
L Hanks, M Hayne, A Marshall and L Ponomarenko
Lancaster University, UK
GaSb has a number of known applications, usually in optoelectronics, such as infrared detectors,
thermophotovoltaic converters and LED’s [1-3]. However, the electronic transport properties of this material
has generally been restricted to bulk GaSb [4]. The aim of this work is to investigate two dimensional
electron gases (2DEGs) in GaSb/AlGaSb heterojunctions, mirroring the well-known GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG
counterpart [5].
GaSb/Al0.2Ga0.8Sb 2DEG systems were investigated theoretically using Nextnano software [6]. A selfconsistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver and transport lifetime model were used to calculate the carrier density
and mobility, μ, as a function of temperature, doping concentration and spacer thickness. A direct
comparison with GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEGs shows GaSb to have a higher mobility for all spacer thicknesses, due
to its lower electron effective mass. However, GaSb consistently shows an inherent acceptor concentration
due to GaSb antisite defects [7], Nbkg, of 0.1−1×1017cm−3 regardless of growth method, significantly reducing
the mobility (Fig. 1).
Guided by the theoretical results, GaSb/Al0.2Ga0.8Sb heterostructures were grown by molecular beam
epitaxy, and Hall bars of varying sizes fabricated (Fig. 1). Longitudinal and (quantum) Hall resistance
measurements at temperatures from 2-300 K and in magnetic fields up to 15 T will be presented, and carrier
density and mobility compared with simulations.
This research is partly funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC).

Fig. 1: Left: Microscopy image of fabricated Hall bars. Right: Modelled mobility of GaSb heterojunctions with
realistic Nbkg, dashed lines indicating the contributions from the limiting scattering mechanisms.
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(P14) Electron transport in suspended ring interferometers
D Pokhabov, A G Pogosov, A A Shevyrin, E Y Zhdanov, A K Bakarov and A A Shklyaev
Institute of Semiconductor Physics SB RAS, Russia
The main interest in semiconductor nanostructures is primarily associated with a variety of mesoscopic
phenomena observed in them due to the interference of electron waves, electron-electron interaction, spin
phenomena and other quantum effects. A typical semiconductor device in which the electronic interference
plays a key role is the ring interferometer. Typically, such devices are fabricated in such a way that they are
embedded in a semiconductor. The differing from them suspended nanostructures with a two-dimensional
electron gas separated from the semiconductor substrate are of particular interest. Electronic transport in
such suspended nanostructures has features that are associated not only with additional mechanical
degrees of freedom, but also with the poor heat coupling to the bulk [1], as well as with the enhancement of
the electron-electron interaction [2], due to electric field confinement in a high-dielectric membrane. Many
types of suspended nanostructures, including quantum point contacts, quantum dots, Hall bars have been
implemented. At the same time, suspended ring electron interferometers, to our knowledge, have not yet
been studied.

Fig.1. – Magnetoresistance of the ring interfer-ometer. SEM image of the suspended interferom-eter is in the
inset. Fourier spectra of the Aharo-nov-Bohm oscillations of non-suspended (a) and suspended (b)
interferometers.
We fabricated the suspended semiconductor ring electron interferometers 400 – 900 nm in diameter on the
basis of GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure with a two-dimensional electron gas. To define a two-dimensional
electron gas lateral form and create tranches for selective etching of sacrificial layer a fabrication method
combining deep and shallow etching was developed. This method allows us to avoid undesirable decrease in
electron mobility along the lateral edges of interferometers. The magnetoresistance of the interferometers at
temperatures from 1.6 to 4.2 K was studied by conventional four-terminal measurements. We observed the
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in magnetoresistance of interferometers, both before and after suspension. The
relative amplitude of the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations δR/R was 0.1 – 0.5 %. Such low visibility of the
oscillations is apparently due to the ring being multimode. Comparative analysis of the temperature
dependences of the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in suspended and non-suspended samples was carried
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out. The temperature dependence of the phase coherence length was determined, and the role of the
electron-electron interaction enhanced by suspending the structures was revealed.
The work is supported by RFBR (Grants 16-32-00405 mol_a and 16-02-00579).
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(P15) High mobility ZnMgO/ZnO 2DEGs on ZnO and sapphire substrate
M Sparks, M Coke, O Kennedy and P Warburton
University College London, UK
The polarization of ZnO may be tuned by the addition of Mg (forming ZnMgO) resulting in a polarization
discontinuity at the ZnMgO/ZnO interface and the formation of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG).
These 2DEGs have been show to achieve high electron mobilities in excess of 106 cm2V-1s-1 [1].
These impressive mobilities were achieved by growing on ZnO substrates. In previous work we have shown
that the mobility is strongly suppressed by the presence of lithium impurity ions in the ZnO substrate [2].
One strategy to overcome this limitation is to replace the ZnO substrate with a material where high quality
substrates are readily available. Sapphire is one such substrate and has been widely used for ZnO growth.
ZnO grown directly onto sapphire is O-polar which is not compatible with high quality 2DEG formation [3].
The polarity can be flipped to Zn-polar by using an MgO buffer layer [4]. We have grown ZnO films on
sapphire and by using valence band XPS [5] have confirmed that the polarity flips to Zn-polar upon
introduction of an MgO buffer layer. XRD rocking curves and AFM scans have been used to assess ZnO
quality as a potential basis for future 2DEG growth.
An alternative strategy is to use a pre-treatment protocol on ZnO substrates which would improve their
quality. We have investigated a combination of annealing (rapid thermal processes at temperatures up to
1000C in an argon atmosphere) and wet etching (dilute HCl) as a means to improve substrate quality. Our
previous work indicated that the room-temperature substrate-conductivity correlated well with the lowtemperature 2DEG mobility [2]. We have shown that this treatment can result in a reduction of roomtemperature ZnO substrate resistance by as much as 60%, showing promise for future 2DEG growth using
commercially available substrates.
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(P16) Conduction impedance effects in atomically thin materials
N Townsend1, I Amit1, T Octon1, J Mehew1, F Reale2, C D Wright1, C Mattevi2, M Craciun1 and S Russo1
1
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The rise of 2D based technology has paved the way to numerous exciting applications in electronics,
photovoltaics and sensing. Atomically thin MoTe2 is one of the best candidates to replace bulk
semiconductors in transistor-based devices, where added functionality (e.g., mechanical flexibility) is
required. For optimal functionality, the complete picture of the charge transport mechanisms through the
device needs to be fully understood.
In this work, we present experimental evidence for the formation of Schottky barriers as low as 10meV
between MoTe2 and metal electrodes at cryogenic temperatures. By varying the electrode work functions, we
demonstrate that Fermi level pinning due to metal induced gap states at the interfaces occurs at 0.14eV
above the valence band maximum. This is the first experimental observation of thermionic emission at
temperatures as low as 40K, which is unexpected due to tunnelling usually being the dominant effect at
these temperatures. However, as the thermal width of the Fermi-Dirac distribution is comparable with our
measured barrier heights, thermionic emission is likely to be the dominant mechanism.
A further investigation reveals a novel transport effect, dubbed threshold voltage transient effect, which is
manifested in the hysteresis in the transfer curves. By probing the transient currents measured during cycles
of pulses through the gate electrode, we are able to distinguish between our novel model for charge trapping
dynamics and other transport phenomena, showing that the time-dependent change in threshold voltage is
the dominant effect on observed hysteretic behaviour.

Fig. 1: a The measured Schottky barrier heights at Vgs-Vth=-11V comparing all the measured devices. The
linear fit indicates strong pinning of the Fermi level due to the presence of mid-gap states. b Schematic
energy band diagram of the metal/p-type semiconductor interface showing band bending of the conduction
band edge, EC, the valence band edge EV and the local vacuum level LVL when the Fermi levels EF are aligned
and the system is in thermal equilibrium. The metal work function φM , MoTe2 work function φS, electron
affinity χ, band gap Eg and barrier height φBp are noted in the diagram.
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(P17) Landauer current and mutual information
A Sharma1 and E Rabani2
1
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We study quantum evolution of the mutual information of a quantum dot connected to left and right leads
initially maintained at chemical potentials μL and μR, respectively, within the noninteracting resonant-level
model. The full nonequilibrium mixed state density matrix of the whole system is written down exactly, and
the mutual information of the dot with respect to the leads is computed. A strong and direct correlation is
found between the Landauer current and the mutual information at all times, the steady-state values in
particular displaying a quadratic relationship at high temperatures. Strikingly, it is found that one can obtain
a maximal mutual information by simply applying a sufficiently large “source-drain” voltage VSD even at high
temperatures. Various extensions of the models and questions and preliminary findings regarding the
generality of the results would be covered.
(https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.91.085121)
(P18) Sensitive radio-frequency reflectometry
N Ares1, F Schupp1, T Pei1, A Mavalankar1, M Mergenthaler1, G Rogers1, J Griffiths2, G Jones2, I Farrer2, D
Ritchie2, C Smith2, J Warner1, A Cottet3, A Briggs1 and E Laird1
1

University of Oxford, UK, 2University of Cambridge, UK, 3Laboratoire Pierre Aigrain, Ecole Normale
Supérieure-PSL Research University, France
Gate-defined quantum dots are promising for spin qubits, but this requires fast and sensitive measurements,
which are hindered by poor impedance matching to the device. We experimentally show how to achieve
controllable perfect matching with a high device impedance; a gate-defined GaAs quantum dot. Voltagecontrolled capacitors allow in situ tuning of the matching condition, even accounting for parasitics, and an
absolute calibration of the capacitance sensitivity. We benchmark our results against the requirements for
single-shot qubit readout using quantum capacitance. We measure the complex impedance of a Coulombblockaded quantum dot, finding that the capacitance changes in proportion to the conductance, in
agreement with a quasistatic model of electron tunneling.

This reflectometry circuit also allow us to probe the motion of a suspended carbon nanotube. By using a gate
voltage to tune the carbon nanotube into resonance with the radio-frequency resonator at 300 MHz, the
mechanical signal is transduced efficiently to an electrical signal. We evaluate the suitability of this readout
scheme for monitoring mechanical motion near the ground state.
(P19) Magnetotransport properties of two-dimensional electrons in InAs/AlSb heterostructure
W Liu, S Kumar, J Wu, H Liu and M Pepper
University College London, UK
The InAs/AlSb high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) offers a promising system for realising quantum
devices for spintronics applications. InAs has a small electron effective mass (∼ 0.023me), high Lande gfactor and strong Rashba spin-orbit interaction [1-3]. These properties apart from pinning of the InAs surface
Fermi level above the conduction band minimum, make this system useful for investigating quantum
transport where the spin-orbit interaction is primarily involved.
We present magnetoelectric transport in InAs/AlSb heterostructure grown using molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) on a semi-insulating GaAs (100) wafer. The grown wafer consists of a 5nm GaSb cap, 15nm AlSb
barrier, 15nm InAs quantum well, 20nm AlSb barrier and a 200nm GaAs buffer layer. The grown wafers were

converted into a Hall-bar geometry and Ohmic contacts were thermally evaporated to perform the
measurements in a cryofree cryostat with a base temperature of 1.5K at a maximum magnetic field of 8T.
The four-terminal resistance measurements were performed using an ac excitation of 10nA at 73Hz. We
performed the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, Rxx, and quantum Hall effect (QHE), Rxy,
magnetotransport measurements in our devices. The two-dimensional carrier density and mobility estimated
from the SdH and QHE are n2D ≈ 2.36×1012/cm2 and µ ≈ 2.20×105cm2/V·s, respectively. The temperature
dependence of SdH oscillations has been studied to estimate the effective mass, scattering time and
transport time. The mean effective mass estimated was 0.0239me, which is very close to the bulk value.
Also, we found the effective mass depends strongly on the temperature and the applied magnetic field. The
transport lifetime (2.88ps) and the quantum scattering time (0.17ps) have been extracted from the Dingle
plot. The measured quantum scattering time is much shorter than the transport scattering time, which means
that long-range as well as large-angle scattering is dominant in our InAs/AlSb samples.
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(P20) Electron-electron interactions in the 1D-2D transition
E Peraticos1, S Kumar1, M Pepper1, D English1, I Farrer2, D Ritchie2, T Mitchell2 and J Griffiths2
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Soon after the celebrated discovery of quantised conductance in non-interacting electrons in onedimensional (1D) system, there has been tremendous interest in the physics of interacting electrons in low
dimensions. In a 1D quantum wire the conductance takes quantised values, with each 1D sub-band
contributing a spin degenerate conductance of 2e2/h; here the 1D electrons have freedom to change
momentum in one dimension only with a progressive filling of the sub-bands. Generally, a 1D system is
realised using a pair of split gates on the surface of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure containing a high
mobility two-dimensional electron gas underneath. Such quantum discrete devices have been exploited to
investigate many body interaction effects such as the 0.7(2e2/h) conductance anomaly [1], the incipient
Wigner lattice [3] and spin-incoherent transport [2], and several other exotic spin phases[4].
We have investigated electron transport in quasi-1D wires, using GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, as the
confinement potential was gradually relaxed. The devices were fabricated on a high mobility two-dimensional
electron gas formed at the interface of GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. The electron density (mobility)
measured at 1.5 K was 2.44 x 1011 cm-2 (4.47 x 106 cm2V-1s-1). We present results showing the relationship
between the momentum and spin in the 1D channel in GaAs heterostructures. In particular we show that as
the dimensionality of transport is altered, and the electron wavefunction relaxes in a second dimension, so
the spin polarisation becomes more dependent on the momentum. In particular the 0.7 structure shows a
dependence on the confinement in a manner not previously envisaged. The tendency for the electronelectron interaction in view of exchange correlation effect has been studied as a function of the degree of
spin polarisation and the results will be discussed as part of a model linking spin and momentum in
semiconductor wires.
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(P21) First principles quantum transport simulations for low dimensional systems
I Rungger
National Physical Laboratory, UK
An open challenge in nanoscale electronics is to find stable and reproducible contacts between 2D materials
such as MoS2 or 0D systems such as single molecules to metal electrodes. Here we show how molecules
covalently grafted onto mechanically robust graphite substrates have a single well-defined conductance and
yield contacts of unprecedented stability at room temperature [1], thereby overcoming the limitations of
contacts with coinage metal electrodes. We then evaluate the contact properties between magnetic
electrodes and MoS2 layers, and demonstrate that such systems can produce sizeable spin-injection and
magnetoresistance [2]. Our results show how density functional theory based quantum transport
calculations are essential to provide an understanding and guide the design of new nanoscale quantum
devices.
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(P22) Conductance quantisation with Rashba spin-orbit coupling in In0.75Ga0.25As quantum wires
Y Gul1, G L Creeth1, D English1, S N L Holmes2, K J T Thomas1, I Farrer3, D J Ellis2,4, D A Rithchie4 and M
Pepper1
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We present electrical transport data from In0.75Ga0.25As 1-dimensional channel devices where Rashba-type,
spin-orbit coupling is present in the 2-dimensional contact regions. A weaker backscattering due to the timereversal asymmetry in the 1-dimensional channel results in enhanced ballistic transport characteristics with
clear quantised conductance plateaus up to 6x(2e2/h). Finite applied voltages between the source and drain
contacts and the application of an in-plane magnetic field confirm this picture. For asymmetric patterned
gate biasing, a lateral spin-orbit coupling effect is weak. However, the Rashba-type spin-orbit coupling leads
to an anisotropic g-factor in the 1-dimensional channel that is reduced in magnitude from the 2-dimensional
value of ~ 9 to 6.5 in the lowest subband when the effective Rashba field and the applied magnetic field are
perpendicular.

Fig. 1: Figure showing how the conductance progresses during cool down from 4.2K to 50mK for the split
gate device. Data has been corrected for series resistance and offset horizontally by 0.025V for clarity.
(P23) Split-gate quantum pumps
H Howe1, M Blumenthal2, D English1 and M Pepper1
1

University College London, UK, 2University of Cape Town, South Africa

Single-electron pumps coupled to split-gates show pumping at high temperatures and plateau-like features
for multi-electron pumping. The electrons loaded onto a spit-gate show 17 plateau-like features as the
pump or split-gate is opened up at 100 MHz and 4.2 K: the origin of which is not fully understood. ESD/EMI
protection has always been problem for measuring pumps and we hope to eliminate this by encasing the
device in metal for screening, by using filtered clamping diodes inside the sample holders on all of the gate
lines, and by incorporating external multiplexers so there is no static discharge from people. As the
allowable operation temperature of the pump is proportional to the charging energies of the pumps, we are
investigating looking at other materials than GaAs/AlGaAs that will allow for smaller feature sizes, which
include etched Si nanowires, doped Si nanotubes, and layered gates on GaAs.
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